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This session is intended for 
informational purposes only and should 
not be relied upon for legal, financial, or 
accounting advice.  If you require legal, 
financial, or accounting advice, please 
seek the assistance of a licensed 
professional in your jurisdiction.



Next Steps?



Options

• Resubmit for approval
• Will likely require you to 

obtain additional 
documentation

• Submit individual claims
• Will be subject to 

prepayment review
• Likely will be denied
• Appeal

• Consider the possibility that 
the MAC may be correct
• Cut bait!!



• Consider contractual changes to
your agreements with SNFs that
allocate the risks associated with the
time lag between the typical start
date for RSNAT and your receipt of
the MACs prior authorization
decision

• For example:
• You might agree to run the risk
that the initial submission may
not be approved

• If non-affirmed, the SNF
would assume financial
responsibility for payment
while waiting on answer on
subsequent prior authorization
requests





On December 27, 2020, 
the No Surprises Act was 
signed into law as part of  

the Consolidated 
Appropriations Act of  

2021



Key Provisions
! Ban on certain balance billing
! Notice process for certain out-of-

network services
! Calculation of  “Qualifying Payment 

Amount”
! Dispute Resolution Process



Covered Provider Types

! Facilities such as hospitals, critical 
access hospitals, ambulatory surgery 
centers

! Independent freestanding Eds
! Physician and Ancillary Service 

Providers
! Air Ambulance Services



Ground Ambulance 
Providers were 

specifically exempted!!



HHS tasked with standing up 
a federal advisory committee 
to deliver recommendations 
on how to implement patient 
protections for ground 
ambulance services



Initial Payment

! Plan must make initial payment within 
30 days

! “Qualifying Payment Amount”
! Plans are still permitted to deny 

coverage because the services was not 
medically necessary, or because it failed 
to meet some other coverage 
requirement under the enrollee’s policy



Qualifying Payment Amount

The “Qualifying Payment Amount” is 
calculated based on the average of  the 
plan’s 2019 rate:

! Same insurance market/type of  coverage
! Same or similar items or services
! Same or similar provider specialty
! Same geographic region

! Defined by Metropolitan Statistical Areas
! Plan must have at least 3 qualifying 

network providers to calculate the 
“average”



Dispute Resolution

No Surprises Act sets out a basic 
framework for handing payment disputes:
! 30 day “good faith” negotiation period
! Independent Dispute Resolution

! “Baseball Style”
! Plan proposes the rate it believes is fair
! Provider proposes the rate it believes is 

fair
! Arbitrator must pick one or the other



CMS Interim Final Rule

On September 30, 2021, the Departments 
of  HHS, Labor, and Treasury issued a 
joint interim final rule that implemented 
the IDR process

" IFR largely mirrors the text of  No 
Surprises Act

" One key difference is that the IFR 
indicates that the arbitrator must select the 
proposed payment amount that is closest 
to the QPA unless “either party submits 
credible information that the QPA is 
materially different from the appropriate 
out-of-network rate”

" Essentially, IFR establishes a 
rebuttable presumption that the 
amount closest to the QPA is correct





On February 23, 2022, a district 
court judge for the Eastern 

District of  Texas struck down 
the arbitration provisions of  the 

Interim Final Rule







OHSA Healthcare ETS
June 2021

• Applies to workplace settings where suspected or 
confirmed COVID-19 patients are treated
• Specifically includes emergency responders

• Requires written COVID-19 plan
• Designated safety coordinator
• Physical Distancing and Safety Measures
• Masking when indoors and when occupying a 

vehicle with others for work purposes
• Paid leave for vaccinations and vaccine side effects
• NO VACCINE MANDATE!!





Require vaccination for all staff who:

• Interact with patients

• Interact with patient care providers

• Except those with Medical or Religious 
Accommodations

• There is no testing option

Interim Final Rule (IFC) Medicare and Medicaid Programs; 
Omnibus COVID-19 Health Care Staff Vaccination

November 5, 2021

Certified Healthcare Facilities subject to:

• Conditions of Participation (CoP)

• Conditions for Coverage (CfC)



CMS Vaccine 
Mandate is not 

directly applicable to 
EMS agencies!!
However, healthcare 

facilities are required to 
enforce compliance with 

contracted vendors



On January 13, 2022, the U.S. Supreme Court struck down the 
OSHA Vaccine and Testing ETS, while simultaneously 

upholding the CMS Vaccine Mandate



VA Millennium Bill
"The Millennium bill authorizes the VA to reimburse veterans for the 

costs of  emergency treatment in a non-VA facility
" One requirement for coverage was that the veteran have no entitlement to care or 

services under a health plan contractor and/or no recourse against a third party 
that would pay such liability, in whole or in part

" Historically, the VA interpreted this statutory requirement to limit coverage under 
the Millennium Bill to situations where the veteran had no health insurance 

" In 2020, Congress amended the Millennium Bill to remove the phrase “in 
whole or in part”
" As a result, the VA amended its regulations to permit it to make payment in 

situations where auto insurance or other forms of  non-health insurance made 
partial payment

" However, the VA left in place the restriction that partial payment by a health 
insurance barred payment under the Millennium Bill



Staab v. McDonald
"Case brought by a veteran that was denied coverage under the 

Millennium Bill because his health insurance had made partial payment
"U.S. Court of  Appeals for Veterans Appeals adopted a more lenient 

interpretation, holding that the reimbursement bar would only apply to 
the extent the health insurance payment fully extinguished the veteran’s 
liability

" In 2018, the VA further revised its regulations to remove the statutory 
bar to reimbursement for partial payments by a health insurance plan
" Veteran remained liable for “any copayment or similar payment”
" This was important to EMS agencies as the VA would frequently deny ambulance 

claims under the Millennium Bill because the veteran had Medicare Part A benefits 
(which covered the costs of  their hospital care), but not Medicare Part B benefits



Wolfe v. Secretary of  Veterans Affairs
"Class action brought by veteran challenging VA’s refusal to pay 

deductibles and coinsurance
" Plaintiffs were arguing that deductibles and coinsurance were not “similar 

payments” under the statute, and therefore not subject to the bar on 
reimbursement under the Millennium Bill

"U.S. Court of  Appeals for Veterans Appeals ruled in plaintiffs’ favor, and 
ordered VA to process claims to pay these cost-shares

"VA appealed to U.S. Court of  Appeals for Federal Circuit
"On March 17, 2022, the Court of  Appeals issued its decision:

" Deductibles were a similar payment, and therefore payment for deductibles was 
barred under Millennium Bill

" Coinsurance was not a similar payment, and therefore payment would be permitted 
under Millennium Bill
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